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The Theory of Everything



Definitions and identities:

- The entire realms of mechanics and electrodynamics are

negative reciprocals

- One realm is the inertia of the other – active/reactive law.

- All levels from micro to macro are replications.

- They invert from one to the other in magnitude.

- All levels interpenetrate and interact.

- The universe is deterministic.

- The mechanical laws of physics apply universally

- Elements of first Bohr orbit are invariant.



Total Energy – mechanics / relativity

.

mpmsV
2/2(mp+ms) – mpmsG/r = -mpmsG/2r (K – P = T)

where V =speeds of sun ms , and planet mp , relative to centre of mass,

In representing the velocity of the sun as a mass ratio and solving the 
equation, we will find,

vp
2(mp – ms ) = -msvk

2/2

where vp = velocity of the planet and vk = the speed relating to total

energy and,

c2(mo – m ) = -mvk
2 /2

where m and mo = relativistic and rest masses, c= light speed



Newtonian Physics - velocity

A classical one-dimensional elastic collision with an electron and a

mass-equivalent photon. mo= mx would result in a velocity vn of

2mxc/(mo+ mx) = vn= c

A similar configuration in a Compton collision gives, cvm = vk
2.

With mass ratio modified and/or a 2d collision introduced,

cvmCos ϕ2mx /(mx+ mo) = vnvm = vk
2

where vm = relativistic velocity and vk = speed of total energy (geometric

mean), ϕ = electron recoil angle



Velocity Comparison - relativity

Newtonian Equations are reversed in special relativity. Note that vn 

is hyperbolic. Light speed is the limit for light.



Relativistic Contraction

• .

Unit circle: c = 1, Object speed = .5c, 1 - (.5ct)2 = ʎ2

View in observer's reference frame. Indicative of energy transfer



Newtonian formulas in electrodynamics

e2 = 4π2mr3/t2

where e, m = charge and mass, r and t = radius & time

Bohr Equivalence: In all derived equations, the form is

Newtonian, although the constant is not gravitational.

mi + mo – mf = m

where mi, mf = initial =final mass-equivalents electron

mo/(1 – vm
2/c2 )1/2 = m

All relativistic masses/fields are the same as in Newtonian!



Geometric Foundations

Mechanics are the actualization of the conic sections, which are dual
and are in fact negative inverses. The circle, for example is dual with 
co-incident centres. Action in one is reciprocated in the other.



Meaning of relativistic equations

The basic relativistic transformation equation is

1/1-vm
2/c2 = c2/(c-v)(c+v)

Identifies the reciprocal motion in the two realms; kinetic and

inertial effect. Apply mass or charge and the denominator

squared is representative of the conservation law,

Potential - Kinetic = Total. The formula 1/1-vk
2/2c2 is equal,

but is P - T = K. Mass or charge must also be squared,

representative of both realms!



Energy transfer

- Rotation at infinity, or transfer through foci

- Represented by spin/ intrinsic magnetic moment.

- (c-v)(c+v) suggests torque. Spin as 4th dimension in three

- Total Energy speed and opposing dual realm velocities.

- Relativistic equation as 4th coordinate.

- What is transferred? Structure? Content? DNA



Cosmology

- Something from nothing

- rotations of conic sections culminating in space filling

spheres and their antitheses.

- Inversion to centre. Statistical closest packing

mecx = mp vm

where mp and me are electron and proton masses, x = compression constant

- Structure remains (Platonic). Spectrometry. Light transfer

- Double inversion of double realms. As above, so below.



Summary

- Synthesis of mechanics and electrodynamics

- Explanation for inertia, entanglement, relativity

- Identification of gravitational reciprocal

- Confirmed laws of mechanics being universal

- Space structure and the multiverse

- Laws of logic and the universal archetypes

- Ontological relativity and the standard model


